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The Man’s View

SKIN

Megan’s
luminous skin is now
freckle- and scar-free.
“Fractionated laser [up to
$2,000 per treatment]
was likely done to her entire
face,” Dr. Brian Glatt says.
“The skin appears lighter
and smooth.”

NOSE

“It seems Megan
had rhinoplasty [a nose
job],” notes Dr. Glatt, who
practices plastic surgery
in New Jersey. “Her bridge
looks more narrow and her
tip looks more defined.”
The price tag? Up to
$12,000.
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BEFORE OR AFTER
APPARENT SMILE FIX?

Amy Adams

CHEEKS
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LIPS

Talk about
pumping up the
volume! Megan probably
“had Juvéderm Voluma
filler [approx. $3K] in her
midface to lift her cheeks,
but it’s somewhat
overfilled,” says
Dr. Glatt.

As with her
cheeks, the apparent
filler in Megan’s lips (about
$600 every six months) is a
little heavy-handed, shares
Philadelphia-area plastic
surgeon Dr. Lyle Back.
“Her lips are borderline
‘ducky’ — a bit too
overstuffed.”
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Megan’s Fresh Start

f Megan Fox is stressed over her
August split from husband Brian
Austin Green, it certainly doesn’t
show on her face. There’s not a wrinkle in sight, her skin is luminous and
her cheeks are as plump as a baby’s.
But the gorgeous actress — who has
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admitted to being insecure about
her looks in the past — may have
had some help with her picture-perfect appearance. “I see quite a bit of
fillers in her cheeks and lips,” notes
Philadelphia-area plastic surgeon
Dr. Lyle Back, who does not treat the

29-year-old. “She also appears to
have had very well-done rhinoplasty, which thinned out her nose and
sculpted it for a more sophisticated, feminine look.” In addition, the
mom of two — who joins the cast of
the Fox comedy New Girl with a re-

curring role in January — “likely had Botox to smooth out lines
and wrinkles from the upper face
and around the eyes,” observes
Dr. Brian Glatt, a New Jersey plastic surgeon who also does not call
Megan a patient. Has the young

Back in 2002, left, the actress had
a “gummy” smile — meaning a thick
ribbon of upper gum was exposed
when she grinned. To get her current
movie star beam, Amy likely used
“Botox on the upper lip and the side
of the nose so that her lip doesn’t ‘ride
up’ anymore,” says NYC cosmetic
dentist Dr. Shawn Sadri. “Her smile
also appears to have benefited from
fillers on both the upper and lower
lip.” The improvements can run
upwards of $4K. But the men we
polled thought it was money well
spent, preferring the 41-year-old’s
enhanced expression by a landslide.

MIRACLE
IN A BOTTLE

NOW
star gone too far? Not yet, says
Dr. Back. “She looks sizzling and
sultry,” he insists. “But I pray she
avoids the standard Hollywood
habit of redo, redo, redo.” Because
becoming a real-life Transformer
is a real-life “don’t.”

TAKE YOUR ELASTICITEA
WITH CREAM

Lightweight enough for daily use,
this moisturizing brew contains an
organic blend of green tea, shea
butter and alasta, an aloe derivative.
It’s clinically proven to improve
skin elasticity and firmness up to
72 percent in eight weeks — no
surgery required.
Sustainable Youth Elasticity Cream,
$100, sustainableyouth.com
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